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can architecture help people coexist with nature in a forest wilderness setting?

problem statement



project typology

claim

national park welcome, education, and research center

as the black hills of south dakota are seeing an exponential 
growth in industry, tourism, and residency, the public is in 
need of education to understand how they can coincide with 
nature within a wilderness environment



justification

the black hills are located on the madison aquifer. experts predict that in the 
near future, they will not be able to supply enough water to meet its demand

forestry and mining interests continue to make poor decisions when 
harvesting resources

those that live in the hills have no knowledge of how their lifestyle and 
residency will affect the enviornment 
 
tourism will be the leading economic force
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what is enviornmental synergism?



synergism: when the effect of things acting together 
is greater than the total effect of those same things acting 
separately.
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1. does “wilderness” still exist?

2. what is our role in interacting with this environment?

3. is it possible to live sustainably within this ecosystem?

THE 3QUESTIONS



wilderness: an area essentially undisturbed by 
human activity together with its naturally developed 
life community



j. baird callicott holmes rolston

there is no wilderness, but merely 
“freeze-framed” ecology, to the 
best of our abilities.

our cultural focus should be that 
biological changes in wilderness 
areas should be driven by 
evolutionary ecological processes, 
not humans.



what is our role?

gardener
individualist

tend to the wilderness 
and make sure no harm 
comes to it

the wilderness is 
necessary and vital to us

let nature govern itself

we are just another 
species inhabiting the 
earth
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how do we benefit from 
wilderness?

to preserve natural 
resources

it offers an invaluable 
service that protects 
humans. 

it offers numerous 
physical and 
mental therapies

it presents 
opportunities 
to learn

they give 
our country 
national 
character

its beautiful

how does the wilderness 
benefit from us?

making sure everything is 
checked and balanced. no 
one species should pose an 
extraordinary threat to the 
ecoystem as a whole.



how does the wilderness 
benefit from us?

craig thomas discovery and visitor center



zion national park visitor center



snaefellsstofa visitor center



custer, sd



custer

site



bismarck lake

stockade lake

us highway 16
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program elements

public private facility management

entrance/reception 

exhibit gallery 

art gallery 

information kiosk 

bookstore/gift shop

indoor/outdoor 

classroom 

presentation space 

restrooms 

hiking trail

administration 

research laboratory 

lab administration 

greenhouse

mechanical 

storage



design process



design process

how can a building cooperate with the inevitable forest fire?









natural break with meadow perimeter

hottest point of fire is at ridge
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final design



backup generator/
portable water pump 
storage

us highway 16

geothermal well 
field
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1) main gallery 

2) information kiosk 

3) administration 

4) mechanical 

5) bookstore/giftshop 

6) trailhead deck

7) toilet rooms 

8) laboratory administration 

9) art gallery 

10) research laboratory 

11) classroom 

12) greenhouse

program in plan
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roof sprinkler

soffit sprinkler

ground sprinkler



settling pond

clarifying pond

freshwater pond

+ +

1 rain water is directed by 
roof slope to a scupper

2 rain water falls into 
collection tank immediately 
below

3 collection tanks are 
pumped to the first pond 
in the constructed wetland 
clarifying system

4 once contaminants have 
been removed by this process, 
the water is pumped from 
the last pond to the building. 
the water is split into two 
systems. one system filters the 
water and stores it in tanks 
to be used for potable uses 
while another system directly 
uses the gray water to be used 
for non potable uses such as 
toilets and watering plants
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thank you!



comments and questions


